ANDHRA PRADESH PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION:: VIJAYAWADA
RECRUITMENT TO THE POSTS FALLEN UNDER
GROUP-II SERVICES (GENERAL) NOTIFICATION NO.18/2016.

CORRIGENDUM FOR EXECUTIVE AND NON-EXECUTIVE POSTS.

Verification after publication of selection notification dated 27.02.2018
and 20.03.2018 for recruitment to the posts of GROUP-II SERVICES
(GENERAL) Notification No.18/2016 revealed that few corrections are
necessary. The corrections are as follows;
i.

The candidate bearing Register No.181403710 was selected for post code
no.02 but in the verification it was revealed that he does not have ‘ST’
certificate issued by Government of A.P. Hence, he is not eligible for ST
category and therefore, the candidate was replaced with eligible ST
Community candidate bearing Register No.180306668 in the PSL.
ii.

The candidates bearing Regd.Nos.180318026 & 180713777 are already
employees in another job. Hence, they are not eligible for re-employment
under Ex-servicemen quota in this recruitment and the candidate bearing
registration no.180200248 is found to be released from the Indian Navy on
31-01-2018.

He is not eligible under Ex-servicemen quota as per Rules.

Hence, for the PSL the three candidates are excluded. As a course, the
following Three (03) candidates 1) 180318361. 2) 180314127. 3) 181015697
are included in Ex-servicemen quota for the vacancies and they have to
appear for computer proficiency test to be held on 02-04-2018.
iii.

Five (05) candidates bearing hall ticket nos ,1) 181211945. 2) 181402042. 3)
180708627 4) 181412208 5) 181206356 with high merit were not considered
inadvertently though they are eligible for post code nos 14,15 & 16 because
their correct qualifications were not included in the updated bio-data changes
for selection though during verification they produced the qualification
certificates.
Hence, Hall ticket

nos 1)180508892. 2) 180802647. 3) 180810576. 4)

180804498 5) 181112021 with low merit are excluded and hall ticket nos.
1) 181211945. 2) 181402042. 3) 180708627 4) 181412208 5) 181206356
are included in the PSL.
iv.

Further, the three candidates selected in non-executive vacancies have
given consent for ASWO as 1st preference and selected for the same.
Hence, these three candidates viz.,181101099,180307348 & 181205781
are excluded from the PSL and accordingly revised the PSL.

As a

course, the following three(3) numbers included in the PSL 1) 181207266
2) 180802647 3) 180419456 as per their merit and order of post
preferences exercised by them for non-executive posts.
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